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The Oregon Hatchery Research Center (OHRC) 
Board Meeting Minutes 

  
 Date: April 3, 2018 
 Time: 9:00am – 2:00pm  
 Location: ODFW Headquarters – Salem, OR 
  

 

Type of Meeting: Oregon Hatchery Research Center (OHRC) Board 
OHRC Board 
Members: 

Dwight Collins, Brad Halverson, Kyle Smith, Jack Smith (not present), Lindsay 
Ball (not present), Ted Simon, Chuck Pavlik, Scott Starkey (not present), Steve 
Jacobs (not present), Cam Parry (not present), Maureen Hess, Craig Busack, 
Carl Schreck, Bruce McIntosh 

ODFW Staff: Kevin Goodson, Kerrie Tarkinton, Joseph O’Neil, Scott Patterson, Marc Johnson, 
Ed Bowles 

OSU Staff and 
Collaborators: 

David Noakes, Michael Garvin, Heather Auld, Kathleen O’Malley 

Public: Carl Finley, Jim Myron, Deb Conrad, Bob Olson, Guido Rahr 

Introductions and Opening Remarks 
Brad Halverson 
Welcomed everyone and called the meeting to order. 
 
Brad told the Board that he was happy to be here representing the OHRC Board and thanked Kerrie for her 
note taking for the Board meetings. 
 
Approval of Board Meeting Minutes from February 6, 2018 
Brad asked for a motion to approve the February 6, 2018 meeting minutes. 
 
Chuck Pavlik motioned to approve, Dwight Collins seconded the motion.  
Motion passed unanimously 6:0. 

OHRC Board and ODFW Updates 
Brad Halverson  
Brad reminded the Board the codified mission for the Board as stipulated in Section 3 of HB3441, passed into 
law in 2013 is to “Establish strategic directions and operational objectives for the research facility.” 
Tactics to support this strategy include fundraising, research, implementation, and outreach. 
 
Chuck Pavlik is doing a great job with outreach by coordinating classroom tours at the OHRC and engaging 
local schools in the work happening at the OHRC. Scott Starkey has done a fantastic job with fundraising 
efforts with our forest industry partners and we hope that he will continue those efforts. Kyle Smith and Brad 
Halverson as Board Co-Chairs will work to become more familiar with all of the legislators and leaders in 
Salem. David Noakes is the authority on research for the OHRC and that will continue to be David’s 
responsibility. The fourth area of focus is implementation and that should be the goal of the Board going 
forward.  
 
In 2013 when HB 3441 was passed into law the goal of the legislators who pushed for the bill was for the 
Board to implement the science based on OHRC research findings. Kyle will lead this effort from the board. 
 
Brad asked the Board to think about those four areas of focus for a discussion on Board functionality later in 
the day.  
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Bruce McIntosh 
Bruce provided an update on ODFW activities. We are at mid-point in the 2019/2021 budget planning 
sessions. ODFW Director, Curt Melcher will be traveling around the state to town hall meetings over the next 
two weeks giving community members an opportunity to hear about the plans for the next biennium’s budget 
and to provide feedback and input into the planning process. 
 
Cam Parry was not able to make it to his last meeting today because of another commitment and sent his 
apologies.  The Board and ODFW wanted to thank Cam for his service on the Board over the past four and a 
half years. 
 
Lindsay Ball is taking a leave of absence from the OHRC Board and is likely to miss the next few meetings.   
 
Ed Bowles 
Ed spoke to the Board and thanked them for the work that they are doing. Ed talked about how important this 
work is to our hatcheries. Hatcheries are already in place in Oregon and we need to make sure that we get 
the best out of what we have while making the smallest footprint possible. Oregonians have a lot of passion 
for fish, angling opportunities are a way to engage that passion and Oregon’s hatcheries are producing 
angling opportunities for Oregonians.  
 
The importance of Ed’s visit to the Board was in his message for us to persistently revisit the Research Plan 
to blend big picture research such as the three current areas of focus with short-term projects that can be 
applied to specific watersheds on shorter turn around. He reminded us we are chasing funding, and whether 
or not current funding sunsets in 2025 will be predicated on whether or not we have produced tangible, 
pragmatic value.  
 
Kevin Goodson  
Kevin said that the current funding for the OHRC is scheduled to sunset in the year 2025. Kevin asked Ed if 
he feels that it will be easy to extend or remove the sunset at that time. Ed said that the decision to extend or 
remove the sunset will rely largely on the OHRC’s ability to show the value that it adds to the State of Oregon 
and the uniqueness of what it brings to the table. Kevin noted that the Coastal Caucus really pushed for 
funding the OHRC in the Legislature and they will be the group to work with if we intend to ask for an 
extension or removal of the 2025 sunset.  
 
Kevin also noted that he plans to provide the Board with a draft of the 2017 OHRC Annual Report for their 
review sometime in the next week or two. 

OHRC Facility Update 

Joseph O’Neil  
Joseph provided an OHRC facility update. The facility is fully staffed again following some staff transitions 
and an employee returning from leave. 
 
Joseph has hired Margaret (Krissy) Anderson as the new OHRC Hatchery Technician to work alongside 
himself and Jen Krajcik. Krissy comes to ODFW with 5 years of experience in natural resource related fields 
including work in hatcheries in Washington and Oregon. With her diverse background including work as a 
Natural Resource Educator she will be a great fit with the staff in promoting the mission of the OHRC. Krissy 
is a graduate of West Virginia University and most recently worked for the Pacific States Marine Fisheries 
Commission. 
 
With the OHRC facility entering the 13th year there are some maintenance issues that need to be addressed. 
There will be some repair work done to the artificial streams and some pump repair or replacements 
happening at the facility.  
 
Joseph has been in communication with Jill Bell from Weyerhaeuser about the monitoring system that we 
were told would be put into place to monitor any potential Fall Creek slide activity. To date no monitoring 
system has been put in place by Weyerhaeuser. The attorneys who represent Weyerhaeuser have asked for 
a tour of the OHRC facility and to come and speak with OHRC and other ODFW staff.   
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Should a slide occur causing a major event, the OHRC will act as a warning system for residences of the 
valley since the first sign of a problem will likely be a low water flow alarm at the facility. At that point the 
facility will be evacuated and all of the private properties on the way out to Highway 34 will be notified of the 
threat and advised to evacuate.  
 
At the February OHRC meeting the Board discussed that an evacuation plan would be to go out of the facility 
and up to higher ground as with a tsunami type event. That plan will be a last resort scenario as we believe 
that there would be enough time and space in the wide creek valley to evacuate out to Highway 34 and head 
west towards the coast if a major even were to occur.  
 
Joseph said that he and the other staff at the OHRC feel confident about the safety plan that ODFW has put 
into place for them and their families who live onsite.  
 
Joseph noted that the planned paving of Fall Creek Road is still slated for this summer and staging of gravel 
piles for the project has already begun.  

Guest Speaker Presentation 

Guido Rahr | President and CEO of the Wild Salmon Center 
Guido introduced himself and thanked the Board for the opportunity to present. 
 
Guido’s presentation focused on the big picture of the work that the Wild Salmon Center is doing.  
 
The goal of the Wild Salmon Center is to protect native salmon watersheds and habitat as refuges similar to 
an elk or a waterfowl refuge.  
 
In the description of the work that the Wild Salmon Center is doing Guido referenced the work done by. 
Livingston Stone in the late 1800’s. On the basis of Stone’s recommendation, Congress set aside part of 
Alaska's Afognak Island as a 'forest and fish cultural reserve' in 1892. Although the United States government 
rescinded the protected status of Afognak Island in the 1930s, Stone's efforts stand as a precursor to the 
modern movement to establish marine protected areas. 
 
Guido provided the Board with an overview of the work they are doing now in the Pacific Rim which is some 
of the richest Salmon habitat in the world.  He noted that the Oregon coastal systems are the very best 
salmon habitat south of British Columbia and that Oregon is the last best place in the lower 48 with native 
salmonid habitat.  
 
Since 1992, the Wild Salmon Center and their partners have together secured 71 rivers and 9 million acres in 
protected areas or special wild fish management areas.  
 
Guido took questions from the group, one of which was related to finding local grants and private funding 
sources for OHRC research projects. Guido said that he would be happy to brainstorm some ideas with the 
Board. 

OHRC Research Project Updates 

Heather Auld 
Heather provided a Mate Choice Study update. 
 
Heather, Michael Banks and David Noakes have submitted a research review paper for publication. 
 
Heather presented at the 54th Annual ORAFS in March and will present at the 5th International Conference 
on Fisheries and Aquaculture in Minneapolis in August. 
 
Heather is currently looking at whether or not variations in the opsin genes effect mate choice.  
 
Michael Garvin 
Michael provided an update on the Blouin group studies on reduced fitness of hatchery fish in the wild. 
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During the course of the study there were some disease outbreaks among the fish in the study. The research 
group is just wrapping up work to determine if there was a family effect among the fish that contracted the 
different diseases.  
 
It appears as though the Cold Water Disease outbreak may have started and spread from one hatchery 
family. Imagine if we could predict an impending outbreak using genetic tools then cull or quarantine the fish 
or family of fish before an outbreak occurred in a hatchery environment. This ability could have a huge impact 
on hatchery practices in the future. 
 
Brad asked Michael to distinguish between the two currently applied definitions of reduced fitness: survival 
or Relative Reproductive Success? He also referenced the genetic study conducted in Santa Cruz that 
placed much cause of reduced fitness to inbreeding practices within the hatchery. Scott Patterson interjected 
we now have the capability to genotype for DNA to inform this practice. 
 
David Noakes 
David provided an update on the Olfactory Imprinting and Homing study and the Elk River Telemetry study.  
 
The study is using arginine exposed fish at the OHRC to determine at what point during rearing do fall 
Chinook imprint on their natal water.  Fish are also being sampled at Elk River Hatchery for signs that they 
are imprinting and will be compared with the arginine exposed fish.  
 
Shannon Richardson from the Coastal Chinook Research and Monitoring Program (CCRMP) at the Corvallis 
Research Lab and her team are assisting with the study by providing otoliths from their Elk River creel 
surveys to be used in the research. The researchers will use the otoliths to look at microstructure and find out 
where the fish in the study are spending their time and why many are not making it back to the hatchery.  
 
David also noted that Tom Bie, founder, publisher, and editor-in-chief of The Drake Magazine visited the 
OHRC for most of a day recently and talked with David and Joseph at length about the OHRC, their research 
and other activities. Tom expressed interest in science communication, David and Joseph suggested that this 
could be the subject for one of the research workshops at the OHRC. Tom suggested that the science 
communication workshop should be for people actively engaged already and not an introductory workshop to 
talk to people interested in getting into the subject. A follow up discussion will take place if a workshop is to 
be planned. 

Fall Creek Slide Update 

Bruce McIntosh 
Bruce provided an update on the status of the Fall Creek Slide and followed up to the comments Joseph 
made in his facility update.  
 
Earlier this year Weyerhaeuser asked that ODFW pay for half of the cost of the monitoring system and its 
upkeep. Since that time however there has been no further information or cost estimate provided to ODFW.  
 
ODFW Safety Officers met at the OHRC and put a plan in place which includes no overnight visitors, 
evacuation signage and other use restrictions until the slide is resolved or other adequate monitoring 
measures are put into place. At this point the OHRC staff are being risk averse until further notice.  
The Board plans to have the Fall Creek slide updates on the quarterly OHRC Board meeting agendas until 
the issue is resolved.  

Public Comment 

No public comment  

OHRC Board Functionality 

Brad Halverson 
Brad read a portion of the OHRC mission aloud as well as section 3, sub sections 1 and 6 of HB3441. 
Section 3 of the bill defines the duties of the OHRC Board and mandates establishing strategic directions and 
operational objectives for the OHRC. It also mandates reporting annually the findings of research projects 
carried out by the OHRC and any recommendations regarding current hatchery management practices based 
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on the research projects to the Director of ODFW, the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission and the 
Legislative Assembly. 
 
The goals of this discussion are to have four volunteers from the Board to be responsible for the four areas of 
focus on Board functionality; fundraising, outreach, research and implementation, to identify any 
implementation constraints that may exist and to have the ability to show the value of the OHRC. 
 
Chuck Pavlik 
Chuck said that he has been on the board for about six years and has witnessed that the research that the 
scientists do is amazing but feels that it is not something that you can necessarily implement now or maybe 
ever in some cases. Chuck also noted that outreach is great but we really need a marketing plan.  
 
It was suggested a significant influence on our future outreach success will be an improved website complete 
with links to studies, and collaborative functionality. Kevin said he would work with the appropriate person 
within the agency to initiate this process. 
 
Carl Schreck  
Carl added that we need a mechanism in order to implement and to ensure it will not fail. 
 
Joseph O’Neil 
Joseph added that he feels we are constrained on outreach because of lack of funding. 
 
Kevin Goodson  
Kevin suggested that the board go to the R&E Board with a specific request to fund a marketing campaign.  
 
Ted Simon 
Ted offered suggestions for potential donors in the constituent groups of farmers and ranchers who all 
depend on clean water resources. 
 
Scott Patterson 
Scott said that one of the things that excites him is the Biter Study also known as the Broodstock Study. 
Within 1-2 years we will have results from this study and it was initiated by the Alsea Sportsman Association 
talking with Joseph about the potential for positive results for fisheries. 
 
Marc Johnson 
Mark noted that an example of the implementation process is the broodstock study that Scott referenced. We 
wanted to answer the question whether creel or angler caught fish would create better hatchery broodstock. 
This was something that we could implement right away and get results in a short amount of time to confirm if 
it is worth having anglers turn in fish for a broodstock program. 
 
Marc proposed an annual meeting with the hatchery managers to discuss their ideas and the reality of 
implementing some of the findings from the OHRC research in their hatcheries. 
 
Marc suggested that we need clear metrics to measure the success of any outreach program. The Board 
discussed how difficult it is to come up with metrics because we have many different audiences and every 
metric that is identified comes with questions that don’t always have clear and immediate answers. Carl 
suggested a clear metric may be that if we do a good job with hatchery production it saves the tax payers 
money and offers better fisheries that are more efficient and productive.  
 
Kevin Goodson 
Kevin spoke about the OHRC facility and noted the fact that it is not just a facility it is a science and research 
clearinghouse for many research groups including ODFW, OSU and local Indian Tribes, it is collaborative.  

Ideas for Future Guest Speakers 

There were several ideas for future guest speakers presented by the Board. The proposed guests included 
Robert Lackey, Oregon State University, Craig Busack, NOAA (OHRC Board Member) who would like to 
present on NOAA implementation processes, John McMillan, Trout Unlimited's Wild Steelhead Initiative, Jim 
Peterson, Oregon State University and Maureen Hess, Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission (OHRC 
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Board Member) who would like to present on parental-based tagging in the Columbia Basin. Brad reminded 
Board members that the litmus test for approving future guest speakers must be whether or not their 
presentation will inform the Board mission as summarized above. While the Guido Rahr presentation was 
well received, it would serve as an example of talks that do not serve this important function, and for practical 
purposes should be declined due to the constraint of Board meeting time. 
 
There was also discussion about the potential for using the OHRC Board meetings as an outreach tool by 
hosting them in different locations where constituents and the public may be more likely to attend and 
engage. Some ideas included OSU and the Hatfield Marine Science Center. 

Closing Remarks 

Kyle Smith 
Kyle thanked everyone for their input and for sharing their ideas and adjourned the meeting.  The next 
meeting will be held at the OHRC on Tuesday, August 7, 2018. 

Adjourn 

Meeting was adjourned at 1:57pm. 
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